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will take thereins at the Spectator next
year. Seattle University President
William Sullivan,S.J, named Clarke
editor lastFriday.
Thoughfallquarterdoesn'tbeginuntil
September, Clarke is already at work
|putting together the staff.
"I've been looking at resumes," he
9said, "and111 meet rightaway withTim
%Hubcr (currenteditor)and Hilda Bryant
(faculty advisor) to get the process
V started."
% Picking from the different candidates,some of whom applied to be editor, to■ fill the staff positions will involve
£ some tough choices, said Clarke. "I
guess the real goal is to get the most
out of the talented people working for
paper,"he added.
Clarke said he will discuss with prc-
sentand future staff members what went
*,'right and wrong with this year'spaper
whathe should shoot for next year.
"I'd really like to get that done before
everyone takes off for the summer," he
said.
As editor, Clarke hopes to bring to
Spectator readersa greaterawareness of
what's happening beyond campus. He
mentioned the volatile stockmarket and
a number of other ethical and environ-
mental issues facingstudents when they
getout of school.
"I think weshould use the paper to
show students how what they're study-
ingrelates to the worldafter college,"he
said.
Clarke lists his strengths as a good
writing background andan early expo-
sure to the world of journalism.His fa-
ther has written several free-lance
articles for The Seattle Timesand other
publications. "Igrewup around that en-
vironment," he said. "Lots of his
(father's) friends were writersand jour-
nalists. I've been interested in it sinceI
wasakid."
"Steve will be an excellent editor,"
saidHuber.He citedClarke's reporting
skills andoverall maturityas important
characteristics for the job. "Frankly,"
said Huber, "I'vebeena littlebit jealous
of the job he's done sometimes. He's
written some meaty stories. I've won-
dered whetherIwouldhave written those
stories that well."
Sullivan also expressed optimism.
"I'm certain thatSteveClarke willbean
excellent Spectator editor," he said.
Sullivan also lauded theother candidates
for the job, saying that, "working
together, I'm sure that they'll give us a
first classnewspaper nextyear."
Clarke says he is slightly less than
comfortable about his relative lack of
productionexperience. "Thereareothers
who have more experiencein layout,"
he said. But, Clarke said he will not
worry too much because he has com-
pleteconfidence in theability of the re-
turningstaff members.
Nonetheless, there willalways be lit-
tle things that make an editor's life
difficult,said Clarke withalaugh."Like
reporters who don't get their assign-
ments in until the last minute. Actu-
ally,I'll feela lot better when we get a
Now, Clarke interns with the King
County Council's public information
office. He assists in the preparationand
editing of The Council Digest, a
monthly publication that chronicles the
activities of theCouncil.
Clarke said hehas anactive interest in
politics and that his internship provides
"abird's eye view" of the proceedings.
He plans to continue working there
until the start of the next school year.
Steve Clarke
paperor two out"he said.
vGore challenges student government
ByMISCHA LANYON
staffreporter
Associated Students of Seattle Uni-
versity graduate student representative
James Gore has challenged the student
government to meet the needs of grad-
uatestudents.
"ASSU is very undergraduate ori-
ented," saidGore, "Theycouldbe doing
a lot more to includegraduate students.
I'm more interested in lectures than
dances."
Edward Jennerich,Ph.D., deanof the
graduate school, agrees that graduate
students have some specific concerns
that couldbeaddressed.
"It's hard to establish their needs be-
cause they (the students) are all so di-
verse, but Iknow campus safety is a
concern because of class time in the
evenine," said Jennerich.
Graduate students would also like to
see more campus services open in the
evening and the Child Development
Center available for evening babysit-
ting,according toJennerich. Some stu-
dent services are open until 7 p.m. on
Tuesdays, but Jennerich would like to
see them opentwo daysa week tobetter
serve students who only come to cam-
pusoncertain nights.
It is the graduate student representa-
tive's responsibility to voice student
concerns such as these to the ASSU
Representative Council, according to
Joe Levan, ASSU executive vicepres-
ident.
But with IS graduate programs and
onegraduate student representative,that
person would have to "really be on the
job five days a week to reach the
masses," Gore said.
"It's easy to reach the people inmy
program," Gore said. "ButIdon't really
seepeople from theotherprograms."
Because of the tight affiliation with
their programs,graduate students tend to
be lessconcerned with the University as
a whole, said Jennerich. "Their alle-
giance is to their discipline;most never
establish that bonding with the
institution."
Gore said the solution to better
representing the graduate students may
bea graduatecouncil. "It would bemore
of an advisory council,with one person
fromeach program," explainedGore.
Becauseof the time factor involved in
attendinggraduateschool, the proposed
council wouldonly meetoncea month,
Gore said. "Itwould serveasa focus for
letting ASSU know the needs within
thegraduate school. Andit would bring
aroundcamaraderie among the different
disciplines," he said.
Most graduate students attend SUona
part-time basis and have full-time jobs
and families too,according toJennerich.
"With so many other things going on,
getting involved at SU is not a con-
cern,"he said.
Jennerich is doubtful that graduate
students couldput in the necessary time
commitment to a council. "It's a good
idea to get more feedback, and it's not
even that there wouldn'tbe the interest,
but there may be a time conflict," he
said.
Gore has accepted that some of the
problems he has faced trying to com-
municate with his constituency may be
because this was the ASSU council's
first year. "There are still bugs in the
system, but it's on its way to hopefully
beingreally good," said Gore. "It's peo-
ple that make systems go.An individual
who is really motivated to getting out
andreaching peoplecould do more."
Jennerich said his office would offer
all the help it could to get a graduate
council going, either by setting up a
mailing list of all graduate students or
by spreading information through
graduate school teachers. "What James
(Gore) isonto isgood,we appreciate the
interest," Jennerich added.





A few SeattleUniversity students de-
cided to "reachoutand touch someone"
by phone. Unfortunately, SU was
"touched" withabill for over $1,000 in
illegal calls.
"This has been a continuing problem
since lastNovember," saidJack Harms,
SUdirector of Telecommunications. He
suspectsoneor two SU students or staff
members to be the culprits who broke
into the secured WATS (wide area tele-
phone system) lines,and took advantage
of them.
Illegal phone calls to Oregon, Cali-
fornia, the Midwest and the east coast
have been traced to twenty different
locations across the country since
November of1987,according toHarms.
Harms said an in-depth investigation
involving his office. Safety and Secu-
rity,Pacific NorthwestBell and AT&T
has been in progress for months.
During April of 1988,Harms said the
illegal bill soared to $622 dollars. A
majority of these calls were to the "976"
numbers, which are mainly the illicit
pornographic and "timc-of-day" lines.
"We view these illegal long distance
calls as theft because somebody has to
pay for these calls," said Harms,hinting
VolumeLVIII
that the people who broke the access
code were "phone freaks" or "hackers."
Harms said the majority of the illegal
phone calls were made from Xavicr,
Bcllarmine and Campion Tower resi-
dence halls. He added the calls were
made from campus phones that arc re-
stricted to on campus and local calls
only, not from the students rooms,
where theyhave their ownphone carrier.
"The total amountof money ofabuse
involving theresidencehall phones and
the "976" calls is over $1,000," said
Harms, whocould not reveal other spe-
cific information.
Harms said he was not absolutely
certain the new U.S. Sprintphone sys-
tem installed last March wouldbe fool-
proof from "hackers."
He advised those involved in the ille-
gal activities to turn themselves in.
"I would encourage any students or
employees whohave made any of these
calls to sec their supervisor or their
resident student director and offer to re-
imburse the residencehall for thosepar-
ticular calls," said Harms.
Harms injected a warningmessage to
those responsible for the bills. "Please
cease and desist any long distance calls
made on the University's telephone sys-
tem. The consequences could be very
serious."
Better than Sports Illustrated!
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The News Staff Hits
the Highlights
Full tame and brought new building, new building names and now
maps. The faculty moved out of Marian Hall (God rut its soul) and into the
luxuriousCasey Building,complete with dining facilities. The bookstorebecame the
University Services Building and the engineering building became the Madison
Building. Last but not least, in what had to be the most unpopular change was the
renamingof the Liberal ArtsBuilding to the Administration Building.
We lost Marian Hall,but boy did ii takea long time to go down. Scheduled
to be razed for months, Marian Hall was finally demolished to cheering,rock
throwingcrowds an March 24. The newly leveled and groomed area is slatedas the
site foripark quadrangle witha designer fountain. In the works maybe a(get tins)
new undergroundbiologybuilding. There hus also been talk ofMarvin Hcrard casting
a bronze jungle-gym in the SU foundry for the middle ofihc new quadrangle.How's
thai for using space to its fullest advantage? Contents of Marian, including
everythingand (liekitchen sink, wereauctioned off tomemorabilia collectors.
The Registrar's Office tried once again this year to tackle the problem
of long registration lines, By winter quarter,all registration was (o take place by
phone,according 10ShcliaHood, associate vice president ofenrollment services.But,
things seldom work out asplanned and only add/drops were ever really viable by
phow- On apositive note,SUdid sec the additionof linecheckers toaidstudentsIn
lite registration andpaymentprocess.
ASSU saw a few changes this year with the restructuring of its
governing body into one board named the Representative Council. The Council
attempted tocreate greaterrepresentationof the SUpopulation by setting aside seals
for various constituencies oncampus. Monday marked the end of the reign of Tina
O'Brien, whogladly relinquishedher role to noneother than her second incommand,
Joe Lcvan.Filling out lite other 1988-89 executivepositions were Steve Cummins,
executive vice presidentand Rob Cimino. activities vice president Cimino will be
gettinga littlehelpfromactivities advisor Scott Greenwood.
Enrollment Services may have tagged 1987-88 the Year of Falling
Dungcrously,as they saw adecrease in retention,adecrease in frcvliman enrollment,
and a decrease in projected freshman enrollment for the next several years. The
Clientele Forum rushed to the scene to tell us that the pool of college agestudents
were shrinking,but failed tospecifically address tangible things SU woulddo tomeet
that challenge.
On the other side of the coin (no pun intended) tuition increased.
Inflation, declining enrollment, new programs, athletic scholarships, and a
faculty/staff wage increase all combined to increase tuition 7.H percent.Nextyear's
budget will also call for it 4.5 percent room and board increase and a SO percent
increase inparkingcosts.
That is of course if we have parking. With the city revue of the Master
Plan proposal, the city of Seattle tried to draw the line at SU expansioninto the
community and recommended that SU should decrease the amount of parking
available on campus. Apparently nobody from the Departmentof Construction and
Land Use, whichmade the recommendation,has ever tried topark atSU.Now.SUis
waiting for arecommendation on the plan to bemade by the city HearingExaminer.
SUand thecityplead theircases to the Hearing examiner in fivedaysofhearings. As
part of the Master Plan SU may get to build a new nearly regulationsoccer length
athletic Ik1Id--that's what thecity proposed.Toscore agoal players may need tokick
the ball into the alley between the retail establishments located at one end of the
Held.
You may not have a choice. Student Life proposed that all full-time
freshmenand sophomores under theage of 21must live oncampus, in accordance
with aresidence hall contract.Therule does not include students who are married or
those whochoose to live with their parents.
SU followed in the footsteps of corporate giants such as Boeing
and established a smoking policy that banned smoking in some buildings while
designating smokingareas in others.Gone was the hazein third floor Pigott and the
Chieftain lounge. Smokers were forced to the basement of the Student Union
building where theycould smoke freely ina remodeled loungearea.As on interesting
side- note,the smoking lounge was without an ash tray for the first week.
Peace activism was at an ull-tlmc high, or at least better than last year,
as such noted speakers Paul Loeb, author of "Hope in Hard Times," and Daniel
Bcrrigiin. S.J.,civil rightsactivist,challenged us tocritically examineour lives,our
nation and our government.On a more personal note,Tony Vcmrella, KING-TV
sports anchor, challenged us to have the self-cunfidencc in our selves to lead an
alcohol-free life.
Martin Luther King Week at SU commemorated King's birthday with
a week filled with films, speechesand musical performances. One notable event,
sponsored by the Volunteer Center, was the Central Area plunge.The plunge look
SU students to food bonks and shelters in thesurrounding area,showing them what
life is really like there.
Inaddiuon to this synopsis we've compileda few awards that will Gil out the
restof ourrecap.
Most talked about series, with the least amount of action on:
AIDS.The three-pun scries theSpectator didon AIDS education and thepossibility
of a Jesuit priest with AIDS living inLoyola hud the campus in a buzz. But, not
many were willing to attend forums or informational sessions on the subject. This is
probably tied with the scries done on the continuing problem of minority
enrollment/retention and the hiring of anew minority affairs director. Another close
runner-up was the verification thai ROTC docs test its students for AIDS. Housed
under theCollege of Arts and Sciences, the ROTCprogram runs contrary topolicies
ofScnttlc University.
Most positive thing done bj ASSU: The Slate of the Student address
marked the first time in years ASSUhas really attempted toget theopinionsof the
students it represents. ASSUheld forums andcollected questionnaires,collated the
results,prioritized studentconcerns,and turned them in to theSUCabinet for action.
Mike Tyson award: A brawl broke out between Seattle University and
Simon-Frascr University during a men's basketball game at the Connolly Center.
ASSU Activities Vice President Alex Burashkoff defended Bob Wagner, student
supervisor atConnolly Center, whoconfronted theunruly Simon-Frascr fan*. Afier
sustaining ablow to the head,Barashkoff wasasked toleave thegame. Barashkoffs
amateurboxingrecord stands at0-1.
The front puge story that made the readers ask "so what?":
(you fill in theblank)
Boldest move made by an SU staff member: Coffee vendor Dave
Moorepracticed "safecoffee service" by handingoutcondoms from hiscofTcc cart in
front of the Barman Building last February inhis customers. Although Moore was
reprimanded for hisaction*,he did make the front pageof (heSeattle Times.
In t Career Choice for 1984 Graduates: Nursing. Although enrollment
has gone down over the Lost ten years at the SU School of Nursing, demand for
nurses is up all over the nation.
Most courageous act by tin SU student: Christopher Fox took time
away from an ethics paper at his apartment in the University district to thwu/t an
attempted rape in thealley behind hisbuilding.
Best quote: This was a tie.
HSU has to get over the (idea) that campus food is dog stuff," Mary Flinn,
University Common's supervisor.
'Students treat graduation like it Is an occasion to party," John Esholman,
Ph.D..executive vicepresident.
The Rocky Balboa Award, or the It-just-woulda't-quit Award: To
WashPIRG, on environmental and consumer advocacy organization trying to
establish itselfon campus.The vision and philosophy iscredible,but some students
were annoyedat diepeskypetitioninggoingondayafter dayafterday-
Most controversial Issue surrounding a faculty member: Professor
Patricia Weenolscn expressed disappointment over not being recommended for a
tenured position. A grievance committee looked into the matterand recommended
another review of her case.The outcomeof that review isunknown.
Most humorous front pugf story: 'Engineering elevator holds student
hostage'-Student Mohsen Nozomi was trappedfor anhour inanelevator in thenew
section of the Engineering building. Bob Fcnn,director of physical plant services,
sympathized saying, "That gets real scary when nobody comes. You think you're
going to be a skeleton by the lime they find you."
Most practical story covered by the Spectator (Or at least the one
most everybody cared about): Installation of a cash machine on campus in the
University Services Building. According to opinion pages this week, we may be
calling himeither the lovemachine or the lovebroker.
Most exciting and original lay-out: Budding artists Kristine Marinoni
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Topel hopes to propogate love
ByMARK KRAMER
staffreporter
As Vice President for Academic
Attain,SeattleUniversity's John Topel,
SJ.,has many responsibilities.
He oversees ihe hiring, firing and
tenure track of faculty.
He develops and implements SU
curriculum,policies andprocedures.
Hesayshe is the "deanof the deans."
And he oversees the admission,
registration andgrantingof financial aid
to SUstudents.
But Topel says his biggest
responsibility as vice president is
propagating love.
"Wo talk a lot about intellectual
growth at SU,M Topel says. "1 think it
is a principal role of a university to
train people to think, to decide for
themselves, to evaluate. But the
ultimate role is loving."
Topel says he has a difficult time
articulating this personal vision. But
there isan excitement inhis eyes when
he speaks about what he feels a Jesuit
institution ought to bedoing.
Weneed to realize wearc childrenof
God, Topel says. And the question that
needs asking is how do we lap into that
realization.
Topel says his job isn't so muchone
of administration, but more that of an
official grccier for the Jesuit
philosophy. "1 invite people into the
vision,"he says.
Topel says SU President William
Sullivan.SJ.,hired him becauseof his
vision. "It was a gamble for Fr.
Sullivan," Topel says in reference to
what appears to be a limited amount of
administrative experienceon hisresume.
"I thoughtIhad anintellectual vision of
what a core curriculum should look
like."
"Educators as a whole, Jesuits in
particular," Topel says, "come to the
educational process in a 'fathering'
manner.' We ask what kind of world
will the next generation live in. We
want the University to providea means
of building a world that's more
humane.*
Topel says he finds the staff at SU
sharing his vision. "A large number of
faculty members have, in their
.subconsciousor inan unarticulatcd way,
assumed this vision for themselves.* he
says.
This vision sharing is a partof the
hiring process that Topel takes
applicants through. *Whe.nIinterview
prospective instructors Ilet them know
first and foremost SU is o teaching
institution." he says. "I tell them we
want to hire people who will be
involved in seeing the student as a
wholeperson."
In his three years in the vice
president's office Topel says having to
cut back on <Itc budget every year is
something hedidn't expect.
"The people with the most
comprehensive vision on this campus
are the deans,' Topelsays. They have
beengoodat allocating their resources."
It's because of Uie faculty and deans
that SU's commitment to a Jesuit
liberal arts education hasn't faltered,
according to Topel. "If the [acuity or
deans don't want to do something it
won't get done." hesays.
Even thoughmoney is tight,and may
be getting tighter. Topel still has some
vi-rionshe'd like to seebecome realities.
"I think SUneeds todevelopan adult
college for full-time workers who want
to earn their Bachelor's Degree," he
says. "I'd like to see a freshman year
experience sonew students willbecome
goaloriented andgradually integrate into
college.AndI'd like tosec more money
available for faculty members to take
sabbaticals and participate in self-ful-
fillment and continuing education
programs.*
Topel says a college or university
presidency is not on the career iiori/on
for him. But he realizes thai with the
experience he's gained at SU and a
shrinking pool of Jesuits to head Jesuit
institutions,he may somedaybeoffered
v president'spositionnomewhere.
Iwas going to rcurc at ago 58 and
take ona pastoral position,11 Topelays.
(He is 54 years old.) "Teaching is my
first love, not administration, but I'm
learning to enjoy the challenges that an
administrator faces."
Topel knew his position as vice
president for academic affairs would bea
positionof influence over alargepart of
the Universitycommunity. But when he
saw some statistics hereally understood
the magnitude of the vice presidency.
Thestatistics don't faze Topel though.
Administrative responsibilities arc easier
to face, because he is sure of his vision
for himself andSeattle University.
"The Jesuit mission is the mission of
the gospel," Topel sayK. That mi.«ian
is u> promote justice in the world. The
work for justice is pan of tho process
that proclaims tho good news. And
Seattle University doc a surer Job in
diL? area."
oil the president smen
John Topel, SJ.
Specialist advises on interviewing
ByTHERESAMcBRIEN
Firsi tin: mouth goes dry, then the
hands get coldand clammyand muscles
tighten with stress as the stomach
lurches nervously. This is the way mast
people feel when going on a job
interview. For college graduates
beginning their professional careers, it
can feel Btriiyiflg,
But the interview process is "not an
employer ruling you out," said Nancy
Grossmann, personnel specialist for
Seattle University. "It's an exchangeof
information,"she said.
Preparation can help overcome the
feeling of facing a firing squad. An
interview can be as useful for the job
applicant as it is for the interviewer.
Not only docs the company decide if it
warns to hire an applicant, potential
employeesask themselves, "Do1really
wont to workhere?"
"Youcan give all the advice in the
worldbut it'srough the first time," said
Grossmann. She recommended a two-
steppreparationprocess.
First, gather as much information
about the company as possible. Before
the interview,obtain acopy of the full
job description from the personnel
department Duties listed in newspaper
classified sections aren't atinformative.
Grossmann also recommended going
to the public library. There are resource
folders on most larger companies. She
suggestedtalking withpeople who work
far the company to geta sense of the
philosophy of the firm. "In the process
of learning about the company, you
make yourself more comfortable." said
Grossmann.
The second step in preparation is la
practice, said Grossmann. Find a good
friend to role-play with. Or try the
technique many athletes use: imagery.
before a comp-juiicm, ulhlctcs imagine
themselves performing the smooth,
successful execution of their sport. A
job applicant imagines all the possible'
questions that might bo asked and
anticipates how la respond. This can
generatemore creative thoughts, said
Grossmann. Images of success,as well
as preparation in the library,helpbuild
upconfidence.
Be prompt,but not 100 early, far live
interview. Dressprofessionally, even if
the position will be a temporary one.
"Shake thai hand," said Grossmann,
"regardless of live stale you're in." That
goes for men and women both. Other
significant signals arc eye contact and
posture. Look directly at the
interviewer. Sit excel,show interest and
listen carefully to what is beingsaid.
"Connect with the interviewer in any
way you feel comfortable," advised
Grossmann. "Let them know that you're
present and alert* She suggested that
trivial conversation be avoided.Time is
short and "you don't want to eddy off"
into straychatter.
Usually at this point the interviewer
will takeover. This is anopportunity to
relax and listen. "Part of the
interviewer's responsibility is to make
people feel more comfortable, to avoid
grilling them," said Lucy Cravens,
personnel manager for alargedowntown
law firm.
"Listening is extremely important,*
said Grossmann, It's not a good idea to
interrupt the intervieweras they present
information about the company
regarding the duties andresponsibilities
of the job, the chain of command and
organizationalstructureof thecompany.
Ithelps the applicant understand therole
of their position in thecompany.
It's a good idea to lake apad and pen
into the interview. It allows the
applicant to jot down questions about
specific question* to ask ut the
appropriate time. Investigating
promotional opportunities is advisable.
However, asking about benefits or
compensation at the first interview is
highly inappropriate," said Crossmann.
It's looked uponby some recruiters as
scifi'Ji. if the information isni offered,
wail until the second interview.Most
companies talk with a potential
employee two or three times before
making the final decisionand offer.
To follow up an interview,
Grossmann advised writing a letter.
Even if the position isn't Uieright one,
let them know that there's no interest,
but thank them for their time. If it's an
exciting opportunity, tell them so at the
end oi the interview 'as well as in a
letter.
"E.ve/y interview is onopportunity to
learnbecause youbroke lltroti&li thefear
barrier.'* Groismunn saul.
Cravensagreed."Look on itas a prcnt
learning experience. (Say to yourself)
'It's going to make me heiter ihc neM
limeIdoit.'"
But what if terror Htill clutches the
heart during an interview? "You should
imagine people in their underwear,"
.suggested Cravens,laughing. She added
that during an interview,it's helpful to
remember the person sitting acrntt die
desk alsohad togothrough uninterview
process toget there.




At this year's Seattle University
Army Reserve Officer's Training Corp
(ROTO Commisioning Ceremony,
Gen. Patrick Brady will finally have a
chance to enjoyspeakinghis mind.
AnSUgraduate.CongressionalMedal
of Honor winner andcurrently the Chief
Public Affairs Officer for the United
StalesArmy.Brady has enjoyeda great
deal of success. But he hasn't always
felt like talking about it.
Frequently called upon to speak in
public,Brady remembered comingback
from the Vietnam War to face hostile
audiences.
"When 1spoke at college campuses,
they put guards on me because they
worriedabout whatIwould say."he said
in a recent interview with Army Times
moga/ine. "They said it was for my
own prelection. Politicians in theearly
70s would turn their backs if a>
photographer tried to lake our picture
together. But things have changed. I
feel like talking now."
When Brady speaks to SU's
graduating cadets, he will probably
discuss the events of June 6, 1968, a
day be described as nut untypical for
combat.
"I've had worse days in terms of
losing aircraft* and numbers of
patients," remembered Brady, the pilot
ofa UH-1rescue helicopter. "It just so
happens that on that day,people saw it
and took time to write about it."
What theysaw was Brady evacuating
51 wounded men during the course ofa
violent dayof battle near the villageof
Chu Lai. according to Maj. James







This is ibe Last issue of the Spectator
for the school yearand the lost Specula-
tion column from yours truly. Even if
we won't be meeting in these pages, it
doesn't have to be "good-bye forever."
1m writing a column for the Flaherty
Newspapers.Ifyourneighborhoodpaper
is the North Central Outlook, the Uni-
versity Herald, the Beacon Hill News,
the Capitol Hill Times or the South
District Journal, look for my columnon
theeditorial pageonceevery two weeks.
I'm preparing in graduate in a few
days.Iwas letting my nails grow so
they'd be long and pretty for the great
day.Ithink 111 have lo file them downa
little, though. Aperson with longnails
could suffer a nasal hemorrhage while
wailing for her name tobe called it the
graduationceremony.
We have to behave like adults this
year.That meansIcan't wear my joy-
buzzer ring to shake hands with Fr.
Sullivan. Iwonder if he'd fall for the
explodingcigar gag?
I'dlike to getserious for a minute and
exploit this space for some personal
business.Isend my love and thanks to
Fr. Shea,Fr.Kohlsand Fr. Egan and to
civilians Dr.Bosmajionand Dr.Sawyer.
No, they didn't all give me "A"s. ii lius
nothing to do with grades. It's hard to
explain what makes these people so
special except tosay that they all have a
certain generosity of theheart that spills
over into the classroom.
I'm not going to mention the
journalism faculty or my springquarter
instructors. They should be satisfied
with those pockets of unmarked bills.
(Note:If youdidn't geta bundle of S2os
and $50s. find out when Chairman
Atkins' flight leaves for the Bahama.1;.)
There's notmuch left lo say, exceptI




This Icticr ismeant lo convey 'warm
fuwies" and "cold pricklys.' Itcontains
heartfelt appreciation and a pica for
improved accuracy in future Spectator
publication*.
Appreciation is in the form of an ac-
knowledgement of the broad coverage
youprovidedboth of my programs this
year LearningCenter and Disabled Stu-
dent Resources. Reporters Monica
Alquist, Jennifer Volatile, David
Spriggs and Kelly Shannon did ad-
mirable jobs of helping us tell our
story. Even though each story had mi-
nor inaccuracies, the important concepts
were included.My thanks.
My concern relates to your editing
policy. It sometimes (cads to severe
distortions of lite reporter's facts. Re-
porters have been apologetic in those
situations,but claim they have no con-
trol over their stories once the editing
process begins. That is bizarre,
Timothy. It is an infringement on the
rights o your reporters to be credible
journalists. It is counter to the mission
of this University to incorporate the
ethics of care and justice into the
professionals whogo into the world.
In one situation (the "R«imp Ground-
breaking" story) the distortions had se-
vere ramifications. When Iwas con-
frontedby a colleague for havinga pan
in the misrepresentationof the facts 1
found myself saying, "why arc you up-
set. You know the Spectator's reputa-
tion."She remindedme that the damage
was already done and that Ihad a
responsibility to let youknow how 1
foci.She isright. How canIdo more to
encourage a policy thai subscribes to
truth. Iam not suggesting that you
softenor stifle your reporting.Please do
consider:
1.Editingappropriately,
2.Empowering your reporters to be-
comecredible.
3. Develop a reputationas a iourcc
for truth.
Asa community of learners, we will
all benefit.
""Marie Zimmerman, Director
of Disabled Student Resources




Most Seattle University students arc
atchild bearing ageand the problem of
infertility may touch many of their
lives. One method of coping with this
common problem is surrogate
parenting.
The landmark Baby "M" case, in
which surrogate mother Mary Beth
Whitebcad-Gould petitioned a court to
retain custody of her child, alerted
Americans to the absence of laws
regardingsurrogateparenting.
The Kentucky Supreme Court, the
highest court to rule on this issue,
found that nothing in State Law pro-
hibits parental surrogate agreements.
The- court said that under the Constitu-
tional Doctrine of Separation Laws the
decision should be legislative, not
judicial.
Arguments for continuing surrogate
parentingarc fewand weak.
First, it allows a couple lo obtain a
child when they can't have one of their
own. Second, the child would belong to
the (atlicrgenetically.
Adoption is a belter alternative for
couples having fertility problems and
forchildren.
According to the Catholic Commu-
nity Adoption service,adopting a Cau-
casian American child is difficult be-
cause there arc more adopting parents
then there are white babies. But adopt-
ing a minority child from a poorer
country is a lot cosier. Soa couple may
waila coupleof years to locale a surro-
gatemother,paya substantial fee.await
the arrival of the child, and hope the
mother doesn't decide to back out. or
wait a couple of years for a foreign
child.
Childrenarc children. Will you lovea
child more because of race, gender or
genetics? Adoptedchildren arc not loved
lessbecause they'readopted.
Also,adoptinga childalready bom in
a poor country serves a belter purpose
than creating a new one outside the
bounds of the marital relationship.
The Catholic moral judgmenton arti-
ficial insemination is "Such an act is a
serious violation of the natural and di-
vine law,"because the right to create
children is limited to the married couple,
not 10 any proxy. Catholics call insem-
inating a woman other than a spouse
"Donor Insemination.' and consider it
adultery.
The most important issue is not the
violation of church laws on marriage
and procreation.Theparentsarc not the
major concern. It's what's best Tor the
child. The child is the ultimate victim
regardless of the sins or morality of its
parents.
New Jersey Family Court Judge Har-
vey Saitow, the judge in the Baby "M"
case said thechoice must serve thebest
interest of thechildand not the rights of
the pa/cms.
A judge in St..Johns Michigan
awarded a surrogatemother her twins
because he said her contract to bear a
child violated the 13th Amendment of
the Constitution, which outlaws slav-
ery. "The contract is for the sale of a
child.* heruled.
InFebruary, Whitebead-GouMkwt her
case in the New Jersey Supreme Court,
winchprovidedanother accuratedescrip-
tion concerning surrogate parenting.
Thecourtcalledit "justanother term for
baby selling," although itstill awarded
custody to the payingpuny. Theappeal
to Federal Court gave Whilcbcad-Gould
visitation rights.
Thai's exactly what this is,baby sell-
ing. A man commissions a woman to
bear hischildand then buysit fromher.
Who can say bow baby "M" will be
psychologically affected whenshelearns
herbiological mother sold her? We can-
not put a price onhuman life. How is
she going to deal with the confusion
about who her real mother v whenihc
hears about the bitter Tight her natural
mother wagedto keepher? What arc the
biological siblings of a surrogatechild
going to think when they see a child
beinggivenawayor sold?
In an article in Health Magazine
1987. 8.0. Colon suggests that, as in
adoption agreements, the surrogate
mother should have a certain period of
time after the birth in which she can
change her mind. This seems logical
except that we can't treatsurrogacy like
adoption. In surrogacy two natural par-
ents arc fighting for custody. In adop-
tion, the receiving parentshave no ge-
netic claim to thechild.
If we allow surrogate parenting to
continue legally it will exploit children
as purchasable commodities, exploit
women as baby makers, and denigrate
human dignity by associating children
withmoney.
What would happen if the natural fa-
ther backed outof the deal because the
childhada disability or justchanged lii&
mind?
Therearc toomany unanswered ques-
tions regarding surrogate parenting.
Hopefully, otlier states will use New
Jersey as an example. We cannot con-
tinue lo take a neutral stance on the is-
sue. We've got to pass legislation and
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Keeping your weight at a moderate levelmayscale
down your risk o( heart attack So maintaina healthy
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This is the Last issue of the Spectator
for the academic year and 1will notbe
writing for the Spectator next year
(unless things change in the near fu-
ture).1ambasically like the restof you
who arc burned outIdon't care about
classesandIcertainlycouldnotcare less
about thispaper1write for.
MaybeIshouldlook back on thepast
year io find out whyIam burned out
with school and look forward to just
frolicking in the sun. In other words,I
am trying to analyzemyself.
Let's see.Ithink it started in the fall
withan unlimited zeal orexcitement for
school.Iwanted todoeverything.From
being on the ASSU to writing for the
Spectator, Ithought Iwanted it all. I
had made some friendships that I
thought would last.Iwas having fun
and enjoyingevery minuteof it
The good timesended in winter term.
Itook tougher classes, which meant
more work andhigher expectationsfrom
the instructors.Idid notenjoy myself.
My grades began to fall. Istarted
receiving straight C's. Then my friends
changed. Istarted io notice certain
things about them.
One friend only called me when he
needed something. We never interacted
beyond a superficial level. Another
friend began to ignore me for no appar-
ent reason.Itried to find out what was
wrong, but all Ireceived was a door
slammed in my face.
Iwas hurt by these twoincidents.The
firstperson ignoredmy feelingsandba-
sically acknowledgedmypresence when
heneeded something. The second person
ignoredme completely.Ifell that per-
son believedIwas not worth an expla-
nation.Our friendship was, for her,one-
sided.Only when both persons needed
somethingdid theycall me their friend.
Ijust decided to ignore both of them
since they werein effect ignoring me.
Anyway, back to the story. Winter
quarter ended with my being disap-
pointed withmy academic performance
and withpeople.Iwanted to quit writ-
ing for the Spectator.Ifelt my writing
and reporting skills became poor in
quality and basically Icould not write
well.Iwanted to change my major or
become adrug dealer.
Well, the fresh air of Spring term
changed my mind.Idecided to take a
fresh outlook on school and people.I
hadbeen named assistant opinion editor
(Iknow itain'tmuch, but..). 1enrolled
in classes 1 was interested in for the
quarter. Andlastly,1had friends whomI
could trust and like (a little). However,
the failures of winter coupled with my
driving hope thatIwould performbelter
in school strained me to the point of
exhaustion.
Now Iam back to square one.Iam
burned out School docs not appeal to
me,neither docs writing for the Specta-
tor.Ihave no great solutions. But,I
guess the reflection Ijustdid shouldbe
somethingeveryoneshoulddo.It serves
to keep one sane and to kill time be-
tween final exams. Ican see the
mistakes Imode and try noi to repeal
I(Km.
Conversely,Iwas able to find some
positive things which happened tins
year likebeingassistant opinion editor.
Hopefully nextquarterIwill not pui
so much pressure on myself. And you
will not put so much pressure on
yourself.
The pilot said, "BoyIwishIwere bored."
By N.K. WILHOWSKY
Spectator contributor
It was justanother day at work.Being
tiredandmostly bored,Idecided to take
a walk to the cockpit for a change of
scenery.
Upon opening the cockpit door, the
sight in front of me grabbed my atten-
tion like the opening scene of Star
Wars. Before me was total darkness,
broken only bya myriad of tiny flicker-
ing lights. A scene not 100 different
than a distant view of a large city's
lights atnight Some lights were white
and steady, someyellow and flickering,
a few were just green.By slightly blur-
ringmy vision. 1could imagine seeing
the liny headlights of cars driving be-
tween the street lights of theinstrument
panel. For a minute or twoIstood in
the doorway,mesmerized andenjoying
my private light show. Along with my
light show, my nose picked up on the
usual cockpitodors which weremadeup
of stale sandwiches,cigarette smoke and
that ever presentodor of ozone. Though
not unpleasant odors, they were defi-
nitely different and noticeable, some-
thing like the odorsInotice whenIget
into my car-just different!
The pilot wasreading the latest issue
of "Playboy," theco-pilot was recording
fuel consumption rates,and the naviga-
tor—well, he was taking a nap. It's
amazinghow computers have takenover
our world, isn't it?
Taking a glance over what seemed
like thousands of gauges, lights,
switches and controls,Ipaidparticular
attention to number four engine's in-
struments. ForIhad fixed number four
engine just two days earlier and was
acutely aware of its peculiarities. Not
that anything was wrong,but 1was just
curious. As the engine's manufacturer
advertised, the temperature,pressure,
speedand fuel flow were allup to snuff
Just for laughs, 1tested the instruments
to insure their correct displays, which
turnedout to be correct Now. that's be-
ingbored-looking for trouble!
Since the flight crew was occupied.I
decided to leave thecockpit andgo Gnd
somethingelse to do.Iturned around to
leave, took one step and heard a loud
bell. The sound piercedmy ears like an
ice pick.Iknew that sound likemy own
name; it wasafire warningbell!
"Oh. God!, Was it a fire, and was it
number four?" 1thought to myself. AsI
spun around,abig.bright, red. flashing
light caught my eye.It indeed wasa fire
light, it was as bright as the sun and it
was for number fourengine! "Oh,God!,
what didIdo. was itmy fault?"Imum-
bled tomyself.
The pilot had thrown the "Playboy"
magazine overhis shoulder and he was
at the controls. Shouting staccato or-
ders: "Number four fire, pull number
four fire boulc. throttle back number
four,up throttle number three,pull fire-
wallshut-off valvenumber four."
"How'snumber four?" the pilot asked.
The co-pilot, whose hands were franti-
cally flying about the various switches,
knobs, and dials, looked over his
shoulder and said: "Flames, it'sburning
real good!."
"Roger flames" the pilot replied.Once
again the pilot called for number four
fire bottle, to which the co-pilot re-
sponded. Now was the time for max
panic because there's only two shots
with a fire boulc and this was the sec-
ond shot. It's a long waydown to that
cold ocean below andIwasn't looking
forward to making that trip. "How's
number four now?" thepilot shouted.
"Flame's out * theco-pilot replied.
At that point,Ifelt mylungs pound,
and heard threeother setsof, lungsexpel
what seemedlike a tonof air inunison.
Myknees were Jcll-O,my stomach was
next in line to being in my mouth, for
mybeanwas already there.Ihadadeath
gripon the pilot's seat frame and idmy
surprise, the navigator was awake, for
he often stated that he could sleep
through the endof the world.Ithink he
knew just how close that end was about
to be.
Islowly started lorelax andregain my
composure. My knees were coming
back andInoticed thepaininmy hands
and forearms,SoIreleased my grip,or
rather tried toreleasemy grip.It seemed
that althoughIwanted to let go, my
hands wouldn't respond They just hung
on to the frame as if my hands had a
mind of their own. After what seemed
like hours,my hands slowly let go but
not entirely. 1couldn't straighten out
my fingers.Iguess fear has amind of
its own.
At this point, the flight crew was
busy in earnest The pilot was radioing
for emergency landing instructions,Uie
co-pilot wasdouble-checking theEngine
FireEmergency check list and the navi-
gator was plotting our location and
course.It seemedlike all threemen were
merelygoingover a wellpracticed drill.
Their movementswerepreciseand fast,
yet there was a calm about them, their
actions werealmostmechanical.
While Iwatched them go through
their procedures, a calm came over me
as well. Everything was okay and the
crew had a handle on it.Ieven had to
ask myselfif whathad justhappened did
just happen. It was as if these guys do
this sort of thing every day before
lunch.
Leaving thecockpit,Ifeltexhilarated
and thought. "Boy! Flight simulators
sure simulate don't they?"
May 25,1988/Thc Spectator
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Father inspired grad. speaker
BySUSAN KENDALL
manacinc editor
Being chosen as senior
commencement speaker may be a
bittersweet experiencefor Enid Moore.
Moore waschosen fromafieldof four
other applicants for the position of
graduation speaker—a role she and her
dad hadbeenplanning for her to fill for
years.
But by an ironic twistof fate herdad
won'tbe there toshare it withher.
Last July, Moore's father had a heart
Enid Moore
Moore, whocomes from avery close
family of four sisters and one brother,
was shattered by his death and had
doubts about whether to go through
with the audition to speak atgraduation.
"Ididn'tknow ifIwanted it anymore if
he wouldn't be there."
Mooreandher father hadalwaysbeen
close. "Healwayspushedand supported
me.He would never letme giveup.He
alwayssaid tome,How proudIwillbe
when youget that diploma.'"
So Moore promised herself that for
her dad she would at least try. "I
procrastinated writing it until four hours
beforeIhad to give it,"Moore said. But
in the end she decided to go through
with it. "I'm not a quitter,I've always
givenmy best."
When she found out she had gotten
thenomination,she calledher mom and
the first thing her mom said was, "your
father wouldbe soproud."
In her speech Moore recognizes her
father. She said will have a hard time
keeping her emotions in check as she
looks out into the audience and won't
see him there. "I won't be as happy as
all the other seniors at graduation,
someone Ilove very much will be
missing."
As a closing to her speech, Moore
will retell an article about a man who
said he learnedeverythinghe needed to
know about life in kindergarten,
explaining that it's the simple things in
life we learn that apply to us and that
are important.
Moore started at the University of
Washington and earned a four-year
degree in biology, then switched to
Seattle University when she was unable
to getin the school ofnursingat UW.
Quick to say that the SU campus
wasn't as pretty and there weren't as
many extra-curricular activities,Moore
said she soon found out different. "I
wouldn't trade whatI've learnedhere or
the people I've met for anything," she
said.
Moore recalls the atmosphere ofUW
as verydifferent from SU's. AtSU,she
said, instructors took time to be
available and it was notunusual tohave
homephone numbers for instructors.
Sheadded thatshehasmadeapoint to
get to know each and every instructor
she has had,and that they took the time
to show her that,at SU, "people matter-
-they are concerned with the whole
person.Faculty at the schoolof nursing
became role models whose values and
sense of caring Moore hopes to
continue. "I'll be very proud to sayI
graduated fromhere-I'vecertainlygrown
in these four years,"she stated.
Her mostmemorable experiencewhile
a student at SU occurred when Moore
was serving as a student nurse at
Virginia Mason. She recalls being a
student nurseas "extremely scary-you
think you're going tokillsomebody."
While at Virginia Mason Medical'
Center she was assisting an older man
who was about to have abdominal
surgery.He was very scared.Moore said
she told himshe wouldbe there for him
in the morning after he went through
surgery. Staying hours pasther allotted
time, Moore was there for the man
when he woke up. When he saw her he
said, "You'rereallyhere,Iwouldn't have
madeit without you."
That man will be at the
commencementceremonies.
The dedication Moore shows to her
future career as anurse stems from the
fact that she has been a patientherself.
"Iknow what it'slike to be scared.Iget
very attached to my patients.Itreat
them as humans as they should be
treated.That's whyIwork overtime and
comeinonmy daysoff sometimes."
She said she tends to bringher work
home and is still trying to walk the
thinlinebetweenbeingprofessionaland
objective and beingacaring individual.
Butshe stated, "IfIever get to thepoint
where Itreat my patients lik'e nothing,
I'll leave."
Moore tries to keep things in
perspective by staying healthy and
relieving stress through running and
aerobics. She also is a member of her
church choir.
Moore's advice to graduating seniors
is "to take themselves lightly, to strive
for the best but in doing so don't step
on that person who got you there-
remember what gotyou there.What I've
learned here (at SU) is that people
matter."
Her advice for nextyear's freshmanis
to "get out, meet people and become
involved. Live on campus. Don't take
your studies lightly-good study habits
start there. I'm not a bookworm, but
whenIstudyIgive it 100 percent-but
when it's Miller time, it'sMiller time."
Bomandraisedin Seattle,Moore will
be leaving in September to take a
position in the intensive care unit at
Johns Hopkins inBaltimore. She chose
critical care because she said she
believes she works well under pressure
and wanted to be able to work with
families andgive them the support they
would needduringa timeof highstress.
So far she's only traveled as far as
Michigan,butMoore,a self-designated
risk taker, looks forward to the
challenges aheadof her inBaltimore."I
always wondered if Icould do it
—
I
wanted tosee ifIcould do it"
Brady possesses what Patton,
Truman wanted
From 'Commlsloning' page three
Baccus, Enrollment Officer for SU's
ROTC program.
"Brady was an ambulance helicopter
pilot,and he had volunteered to rescue
wounded men from enemy-held
territory," Baccus said. "During the
course of three missions, he made six
flights to rescue the wounded. During
the third mission, the controls of his
craft had been partially shotaway. He
had to secure another helicopter to
rescue additional soldiers who were
trapped ina minefield. Throughout the
day,Brady flew threehelicopters which
werehit several timesbyenemy fire and
mines."
Brady wenton toevacuateover5,000
wounded soldiers in two tours in
Vietnam. But it was for his actions on
thisparticular day that he was awarded
u/irh »hp. Vfo/tal nfHonnr.
For 125 years, the Medal of Honor
has symbolized the highest achievement
8 service member could attain. Harry S.
Truman uncc saidhe would rather wear
it than be president. Gen. George S.
Potiononce remarked, "I wouldgivemy
immortal soul for thatdecoration."
Yet in the 30 years since he was a
college senior,graduating from the SU
ROTCprogram,Brady hashadhis share
of interesting experiences.
"First of all, the fact that he is a
general is something special," Baccus
said. "Only about one percent of all
servicemenattain thatposition. And to
be the Public Affairs Officer for the
entire Army is even a bigger
achievement"
Brady lias also been the Secretary to
the Commander in Chief of the United
Nations, Inspector General at Fort
Lewis. Wa. and Chief of Staff at Fort
Meade.Md.
Various awards andmedals include the
Distinguished Service Cross, the
Defense Superior Service Medal, the
Distinguished HyingCross, the Bronze
StarModal, thePurpleHeart and the Air
Medal with 52 oak leaf clusters.
Yet tl»c publicity received through
these awards has not caused Brady to
forget his roots. Although he ie
currently stationed at the Pentagon,he
visits SUon a frequent basis,according
toBaccus.
"Hecomes in and sits down with our
students," Baccus said. "He is
genuinely concerned with their lives,
and he is very personable with the kid.*.
He doesn't come across as a superhero,
but rather as someone who can be
related to.The students look ax him not
only as an inspiration, but also as a
friend."
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Advice to SUfs graduates
Compiledby KENBENES and MISCHALANYON Shari Stoiken> seCretary for addiction studies
r. . „ . . .. - -. "Have a life beyond the Comet Tavern. Go make aDenis Ransmeier, vice president of finance Jr* . * ,. ~ ,t . o Kll__ fc nf u,,mc «difference in the world. Don t be a bunch 01 bums.
'Try to remember what you learned outside of class as Theresa McBrien, SU senior
veil as inside it. Don't remember just the technical
hings, but good things like service, people and ethical "The world is a bad place. Mozart died unrecognized. A
ictions." lot of you will probably do the same. Have realistic
)avid Pollick, Dean of College of Arts and goals."
iciences I All the best
,,^^ ÎRead and pay your bills."
vlark Kramer, SU senior jppQI
"My old junior high had a sign over it that said I AJ
Education is a journey, not a destination.
1 That's good T*V_jT
idvice. You should always try to keep learning." M
LTC Ron Culver, SU Military Science Chair |^^^* *~
'Always do more than you think you can." W j±
Sheehan, SU senior J00^t m
¥ T 1Keep to the road. Stay off the moors." ¥ m -
Jary Atkins, Journalism Chair
No comment." Mv VHHudy Lewis, SU senior photoSTEE *"*.°r—
David Schroeder, SU professor of engineering, helps look for ghosts
earlier this year. Ken Benes and Karl Kolchak appreciate It. 1
Don't eat blue food. J_, __. So,another school year has come toanend. Somepeoplegot what they wanted /iradley Scarp, SU senior Others didn't.
Just look atRobertDole.He didn't get whathe wanted. Neither did Gary Hart.
Tatfp twn flnH hit tn rioht " Neither didMrs.Hart.ia*.c i o dim mi to ngni. NancyReagan looked to the stars. Who knows what shegot
udv Nill Journalism instructor PeteRosegot30 days.He didn'twant that.Althoughknockingan umpire around' doeslook ratherappealing.
Some people from SUmade the features section. Others didn't. For those whodid.
Beware of the Ides of March. Neither a borrower nor a wehope you weren'tmisquoted. For those whodidn't,we'll get to you nextyear.
»nder be Jealousv is a ereen-eved monster" Somepeople were terrific interviews. Specials thanks toGerald Favero,Karen. a r D . y IS g y ster. Barta,RogerGUlis andDavid Schioeder. Welearned alot from you.
lavid Leiffh SI director of SU honors nropram Some peoplegotspecial preferencein the features sections. A special thanks goes>avi ign, &.J., ir t r Ot iU H r progra out to theSU administrators for participating in the "AUthePresident's Men" series.
Your time was verymuchappreciated.
Keep learning. Keep the faith. Keep loving." Thanks toall of those who offereduscoffee duringinterviews. Weusually didn't
accept,butweappreciateditKolchak, Spectator Investigative Reporter Thanks to LTCRon Culverof SU's ROTC,BillMover ofPeace andJustice and
DavidPollick,dean of ArtsandSciences. Youguys were very informative andpolite
n . .. . . ii--.il mdealing with tough andcontroversial issues.Remember that ghosts are always lurking in the dark Thanks toMark Burneu for all thequick info.
arridors of the world. Keep an eye on your back. You Also aspecial thanks to all the littlepeople whodid thedirty work. Youmay not
ever know who might want to Stab you there." getyour just desserts,but we appreciateyou very much.b * Thanks toJudy for listening. Weknow wecan bearealpainsometimes.
Andthanks toJonel for making sure we'reawake when wehave to be.
1J|J^^ Mmmmm^^ Sec you nextyear. KENBENES, features editor. KARLKOLCHAK, specialWMmWimM MmmmMm** assignments reporter.
youcredit LaPuerta
for vow iza * §*a Mexican
uCf/rBC* Restaurant
"The Best OriginalMexican Foodin Seattle"
JustCall forDrttilkAdl dfdd SERVING LUNCH & DINNER 6 DAYS A WEEKWnWttlWIJW jtZJ/iAAftS' OriginalMargaritas, Cocktails,Beer & WineProof ofyourdegree getsyou /Jj/S^^l'W^ ORDERS TOGOrfni*lZ?nnan Jfy- w Fri-Sat.l1:30-9:30pm Mon,Thur.11:30-8:45pmCongratulations onyourdegree. Tsm«S*mr lOOle.Pike (CnrLof nu.* f. iihm walmi
Take your best shot...
Best News and Features
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The pics of the litter
Pick of the year
It'sbeen a longyear, anda widevariety ofphotos has appearedon thesepages—some
excellent, andsome... Incompiling this special section,no attempt was made to find the
eight or ten most compelling works ofart that thephoto editor has worked with in 1987-
88. This is instead a collection of pictures which for some reason struck us as being
particularly memorable-or forgettable, whether for theirnews value, their "artisticquality",
orbecause they became insidejokes at theSpec.
First, theprizewinners. Thephotoeditor has unilaterallydecided that the best picture of
the year was a sports photo in whichLady Chieftain KatrinaBaldwinconsoled teammate
Jenny Fredericks following the team's gutty play-off loss to Central. The best News and
Features pictureof the year showedMatt Smith helping avolunteer prepare food for the
homeless whileparticipating inthe Central AreaPlunge. As for theyear's visuallow point,
"We needapictureof thenew smoking lounge— it'llbe a goodphoto," said the news staff.
So weran thepicture-over thephoto editor's objections-and forgot to tell you where to
find the smoking loungeif you wishedto "come inoutof thecold."
A numberof important and trivial things happened onand aroundcampus, andwe have
the evidenceon film. SeattleUniversity's new buildings were officially opened duringFall,
as Steve Robel cut the ribbon on theEngineering Building. Then there was the Tuesday
Night Main Event at Connolly Center. The visiting fans from Simon Fraser were a bit
rowdy,and a tag-team matchbroke out in the middle of the basketball game. An ASSU
officer, who shall remain unnamed,can be seen in the middle of theBattleRoyal, trying to
throw twoor three opponentsout of the ring simultaneously. At the year's first lip-synch
contest,an air band spoofed thoseheavymetal poets,Spinal Tap.BillGrace concentrated
on his lunchas Terry Burns watched inadmiration at the Stateof the Student Conference.
Finally, an ironic sign of the times could be seen across from the Intramural field as the




Special thanks to the
photographers who made
this section possible:




to the stars and celebrities
can help you obtain love,health
andwealth.Callor write anytime:
P.O. Box 2638, ClarksvilleYTN
37042. (615) 675-0150, (615)















Sixth In a series:
Tips for launching yourbusiness career
I Success dependson who I
you know.Get to know
BusinessCareers.
At Business Careers, we understand the importance of goodI connections. In fact, we specialize in helping talented careerI seekers connect with local employers. If you're a success-orientedI business or communications senior with proven leadership abilities,
high scholastic achievement and some work experience, we can
help you too. We represent more than 1,500 career opportunitiesI each month. Watch for our ads in the Seattle Times. When you visitIone of our offices, a professional placement consultant will help
I you identify the most appropriate positions and will provideI valuable coaching to help you secure an offer.
For job-hunting success, Business Careers is your bestI connection. Get to know us today.
J2Businessfizrcm
"Seattle Management Division:447-7474
"Bellevue: 447-7411 ■ Renton: 447-7433
Each year approximately 350,000
peopledieofheartattackbeforethey
reach the hospital. Many of them
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against Native Americans exists at
SeattleUniversityarc l'alsc. according to
a cross-sectionofSU facultymembers.
Robert Galvin, head of SU's Native
American Council,charged that most
SU faculty boycotted the Russell
Means, Indian rights activist, lecture
last month. "They (the faculty) arc...a
product of the educational system that
edits history, edits people," said Galvin.
"At the university level it's
embarrassing."
Galvinsaid that when publicizing the
Means lecture, the Native American
Council informed SU faculty that
Means would be available to gucst-
lccturc individual classes. According to
Galvin, the faculty declined, saying
Means wasnotrelevant to theirclasses.
J. Robert Larson, Sociology
Department chairmperson, said he did
not hear about the lecture until the day
before and had previous commitments
thatpreventedhim from attending.
"Though it isa sad commentary ifhe
was boycotted.Ihave no idea whether
[here has been any effort to blackball
Means," said James Hogan. political
science teacher. "We certainly didn't
makea departmental decision."
Only two faculty members attended
Uic lecture. "What was lacking was the
curiosity that should be presentin our
faculty." said Galvin.
"Nobody contacted me about Russell
Means," said Michael Kalhhcr, S.J..
head of theCriminal Justice department.
Kallihcr stressed hehad been unable to
attend any lectures, due to schedule
conflicts.
The low faculty turnout at the lecture
and lack of faculty response toMean's
guest-lecture availability was due to
poor publicity and arrangement, not
discrimination. According to Judd
Shaver,assistant professor of theology,
who was the only SU faculty member
to welcome Means to his classroom, "I
would have never known about (the
guest-lecture opportunity) exceptRobert
(Galvin) toldme."he said.
Hogan did not understand that Means
would be available to speak to
individual classes. "I did not (have
Means lecture to my classes), but not
becauseIwould not.Ididn't sithereand
make a rational decision not to let him
into my classroom," he said. Hogan
added that aMeans lecture wouldhave
Hi well into aileast twoofhis classes.
Faculty members also said it isup to
the teacher to decide whether the guest
lecture will correlate with the class. "I
would never require a teacher to make
space...(lt would depend on) what the
natureof(hecoarse was," saidLarson.
Larson didsay there was apossibility
of subconscious discrimination on the
part of SU. "1 am not prepared to
suggest that any of us arc wantonly
discriminatory. We are apeople who,in
our daily lives,do discriminate. (It is)
an insensitivity. not (a) deliberate
action,"he said.
Endowed chair appointments announced
ByMONICA ALQUIST
assistant managing editor
Arts and sciences professors further
their professionsas scholars andlearners
by upholding titlesasendowedchairs.
Gcorg Kunz, Ph.D, associate
professor of psychology, has accepted
the appointment to the Gaffney Chair,
which is now held by Sr. RosaJccn
Trainor. Lane Gcrber, Ph.D, professor
ofpsychology,hasaccepted theposition
of the Pigou-McConc Chair,now held
by Hamida Bosmajian, professor of
English.
Endowedchairs arc gifts given to the
University by supporters of ihc SU
community. They are u.«c<j to support
the research and dedication of
outstanding faculty.
The Gaffney Chair and the Pigou-
McConc chair were both established
in 198S. The Gaffney Chair, created
through a gift given by the Jesuit
community, has been carried on by
Trainor as a commitment to Jesuit
education. The Pigou-McCone Chair
was established by a gift from Mrs.
Thcilinc Pigoit-McCone, a long lime
SUsuppporicr.
The appointments arc for a three year
period,beginning in the fall of 1989.
Chair appointees arc nominated by
colleagues in the School of Arts and
Sciences. They submit a one page letter
supporting their candidate.
Nominations arc taken by David
Pollick,dean of Arts and Sciences,and
the two presentchairholdcrs. The final
selections are made by SU President
William Sullivan,S.J.
The responsibility of the instructor
whoholds lite Gaffney chair is to show
committment to Jesuit education while
taking serious consideration of the
meaningof Jesuit tradition in a modem
setting.
That person must also show qualities
of leadership and take initiative in
renewing academics within the
University.
Candidates for both chairshave tobe
a tenured associate or full professor of
the college of Arts and Sciences at
Seattle University, as well as being
responsible for organizing University
eventsand conducting research in their
desired fields.
"Being appointed to the chair is a
financial and honorary reward," said
Trainor. "It has been a valuable
experience for me." aid Trainor. She
added thai ithas enabled good tilings to
happen with theUniversity.
For the past three years,Trainor took
on the task of greater committment to
Jesuit education. Underher direction,a
group was formed to reflect on whata
Jesuit institution should mean and also
study thenature of Jesuit education. "It
is for our own integrity," said Trainor,
that we understand what we mean when
we claim ourselves as a Jesuit
insiituion.
Trainor has helped sponsor guest
speakers such an Paul Wachtcl, who
spoke on the the poverty of affluence
last January and initiated a three day
conferenceon social justice in a nuclear
economy,heldlast year.
Kunz says he is very honored by
receiving the Gaffney Chair. He wants
to continue the study of the nature of
Jesuit education. The other half of the
lime he will concentrate on his own
research. "My intention is tostudy the
the psychological and philosophical
nature of die paradox of the power of
weakness and the weakness of power,"
he said. An example he gave was that
children arc physically very weak,but
actually verypowerful individuals.
During ihe next three years Kunz
hopes to have lectures from various
speakers whofit with the dedication and
studyof Jesuit education.
The Pigott-McCone Chair will also
have anew chairholder in the fall.Lane
Gcrber. According to the essential
criteria, the Pigou-McConc endowed
chairholder is one whoexemplifies the
reciprocal relationship between
scholarship and excellence in teaching
and furthers that recognition among all
colleaguesin thecollege.That person is
alsoavailable to helphisorherpeers on
articles or books they arc working on.








This year's Honors Council Poetry
Contest was won by Kris Echigo.
Echigo took the S5O first prize while
Miles Taylor placed second. Sara
Slcbodnick and Colin Mitchell tied for
diirdplace.
The judgingcommittee, composed of
three teachers and two students, had a
difficult limedetermining the winners.
"It was very hard,Imean the judges
were split." said David Leigh, SJ.,di-
rectorof the honors program.
The members of tbc 1987-ftS Seattle University Spectator staff hope all members of the SU community





New movies look hot for the summer
ByLISA WILLIS
A&Eeditor
With summer just around the comer,
the film industry is heating up with
some bigsummer film releases.
Again, sequels are abundant for the
season. These include "Arthur 2: On
The Rocks," "Caddyshack II" and
"Rambo Part III." But, aside from
sequels, comedy seems to be the
prevailing theme for summer.
Warner Brothers Picturesstars include
Dyan Cannon, Chevy Chase, Dabney
Colcman,Clint Eastwood, Jodie Foster,
Sir John Gielgud, Bob Goldthwait,
Mark Harmon, Virginia Madscn,Jackie




Like "Arthur," the 1980 smash hit
"Caddyshack" is back. This time, the
Bushwood Country Club is infested
with the presence of self-made
millionaire Jack Hartunian (Jackie
Mason).
When Hartunain tries to get into the
Club, club president Chandler Young
(RobertStack)and his very social wife,
Cynthia (Diana Merrill) try to stand in
his way.
So Hartunain buys Bushwood and
converts the posh establishment into a
miniature-golf facility named "Jackie's
Wacky Golf Club." Of course, this
makes lots of friends at the Club for
him.
Also making appearances are Dyan
Cannon, Randy Quaid, Dan Aykroyd
and of course, Chevy Chase. The
absenceofBillMurray is areal shame.
"CaddyshackII" was directedby Allan
Arkush ("Fame" and "Moonlighting").
It was written by Harold Ramis and
Peter Torokvei and was produced by
Neil Canton, Peter Gubcr and Jon
Peters, who produced "The Witches of
Eastwick."
"Arthur 2: On The Rocks.'
A sequel of the 1981 hit comedy,
"Arthur," Dudley Moore,Liza Minnelli
andSir John Gielgud continue the story
of the drunken, fun-loving millionaire
who falls in love.
Asyoumight recall,Arthur and Linda
fell in love and thoughhe wassupposed
to marry another girl (Cynthia Sykes),
he left her standing at the alter for his
truelove,whom hemarried instead.
In this film,Arthur,married for four
years,still cruises around town in his
Rolls Royce,chauffeured by the ever-
faithful Bitterman (TedRoss).
His almost father-in-law (Stephen
Elliott), is now determined to pay
Arthur back for leaving his daughter
standing at the alter, while his daughter
(Cynthia Sykes) manages a fancy Soho
art gallery and still has designs on
Arthur.
But, Arthur's inheritance is quickly
dwindling. Who canhe count on to take
careof him? Certainly not his father,or
his grandmother, but what about his
deceased valet Hobson (Sir John
Gielgud)?
"Arthur 2:OnTheRocks" isproduced
by Robert Shapiro ("Pec-wee's Big
Adventure")anddirectedby BudYorkin
("All in the Family," "Sanford andSon"
and "Maude").
"The Dead Pool"
Dirty Harry Callahan isback-again.
This time, the SanFrancisco homicide
detective is on a list..a list of murder
victims.
The Him was shot almost entirely on
location (whichis astrange thing to say
about a Dirty Harry movie) in San
Francisco. Callahan has become a
public figure, something he doesn't
want to be. He has just put a noted
crime lord behind bars. An aggressive
television reporter (Patricia Clarkson)
wants to put him in the limelight, the
police department wantsput him in the
newspaper,and the crime lord wants to
put him in the ground. Harry is not a
happy man.
And for some reason, someone is
killing famous people in the Golden
GateCity. Allof their names appearon
a list,along withhis.
"The Dead Pool" is Ihe fifth Him in
the "Dirty Harry"scries.It wasproduced
by David Valdes,directed byBuddy Van
Hornand written bySteve Sharon.
"Hot To Trot"
Bob Goldthwait gets his first head-
lining role, appearing as stockbroker
Fred Chancy, who is being badgered
unmercifully at the family-owned
securities brokerage by his stepfather
(DabneyColcman) and his protege(Jim
Mctzlcr).
Only the office beauty (Virginia
Madscn)isnice toFred.
Enter Don the talkinghorse. The rest
if like Mr. Ed. Fred and Don become
friends and, well,youknow.
"Hot to Trot" is directed by Michael
Dinner,produced by Steve Tisch and
written by Stephen Neigher and Hugo
Gilbert
Soif you find youhave nothing todo
when school gets out, go to a theater to
getair conditioned andentertained.
A decidedly odd couple, Fred Chancy (Bob Goldtbwalt) and hi*
talking horse, Don (Don), share comic misadventures In "Hot to Troi."
Juckle Mason portrays millionaire developer Jack Hartounian and Chevy
Chase reprises his role as lamebrain, rich golf enthusiast Ty Webb In
"Caddyshack II."
Clint Eastwood stars as homicide detective Harry Callahan In the new
action-thrlllcr "The Dead Pool."
Dudley Moore and Liza Minnelli
reprise their memorable roles as
tipsy millionaire playboy Arthur
Bach and former Brooklyn waitress















How else can youdescribe afilm that
socompletely enraptures the senses thai
you forgethow indecisive theplot is?
ALin Rudolph's "The Modems"has a
rather complex screenplay which is
hidden byoutstanding visual images and
music. It is an "an" film, both
figuratively andliterally.
Set in 1926 Paris, the screenplay
revolves around a struggling American
artist (Keith Carradine) who does
cartoonsfor a friend,and Yank (Wallace
Shawn),a burnt-out gossip columnist
for the Paris edition of the Chicago
Tribune.
The screenplay then slices into two
directions. One involves Carradine's
touchyrelations withan obsessive,rich-
bcyond-bclicf businessman (John Lone
of "The Last Emperor"), and his wife
(LindaFiorentino of"Vision Quest" and
"Gotcha"),a woman from Carradine's
past.
The other involves the hiring of
Carradine by a Parisian social climber
(Ocraldinc Chaplin) to forge paintings,
and sell them through his favorite
salesperson(Genevive Bujold).
The two forks in the screenplay are
somewhat tied in by the wandering
presence of the young Ernest
Hemmingway (KevinJ.O'Connor),and
unite when Lone buys the paintings
involved with Carradinc's foigery job.
When Chaplinsees (hem on exhibition,
all hell breaks loose.
Carradine plays his usual loner-
whosc-prcscnce-tomplicatcS'ihc-lifoof-
cvcryonc-hc-runs-inU) character,a type
he's perfected. Shawn provides good
comic relief as the whining gossip
columnist who hates Parisian snobbery
and his job. Chaplinis quite impressive
as the woman in control of Carradine's
artist-of-foriune,a woman who wearsa
collection of musks achameleon would
envy.
Fiorentino, little seen since "Gotcha,"
is a welcome return as Lone's wife.
Bujold docs a usual good jobas theart
seller. O'Connor, a relative newcomer,
gives an interesting performance of
Hcmmingway as a loser of sorts who
pours out philosophical statements as
often ascops pour outspeeding tickets
at the endof themonth.
Still, this is a showcase for Lone.
His is the mostdynamic performance of
the film. His chilling portrayal of a
ruthless man who wants total controlof
everythingheowns, including his wife,
andplacesadollar figureon them, is the
most easily remembered. Lone has a
bright future aheadof him.
The screenplay, by the late Jon
Bradshaw,although by no means a bad
one, is a bit toocomplicated. It's not
easy to have a disccmable story line
when you have seven main characters.
Although they made it thankfully easier
by focusing the plot on Carradirie's
character, one might have to bring a
notebook and makelike Bob Woodward
to gelagripon everything.
Also, the ending is about fifteen
minutes too long due to the complex
structure of the script,andeach scene in
the final fifteen minutes gets the
audience to shuffle uncomfortably in
their seats, wailing to get out of the
theater.
Still, Rudolph's direction is what
makes a decent screenplay a great film.
Hisgreat work with the visualsand the
sound of the film will make this film
memorable.
Inearly scenes involving Carradine
and Chaplin discussing her plot, a
painting appears in the back window of
the car they are riding in,and in the
window of her apartment. They arc
augmented by light emanating from
things as sirceikunpsandcar headlights,
causing you to wonder whether they arc
realor surreal.
Rudolph, as he proved in "Choose
Me," also knj>ws how to use the
camera, and startling visions appear.
Right from the opening scene where
you see the reflections of Shawn and
Carradinc asShawnintroduces Carradine
toLone and Fiorentino. the latter sitting
in front of a mirror, Rudolph and
cinematographer Toyomichi Kurita put
together a stringof fascinating images.
This film isarich visual experience.
Rudolph also uses music in this film
that blows you away. Except in a few
climatic scenes, the light, jazzy
soundtrack comes into play, but at a
volume where youknow it's there, yet
don't always notice it. The beauty of
Mark IshanVs score and its strong use
byRudolph is memorable.
The music and the images, especially
with the artwork, arc outstanding. It
adds to [he surrealistic nature of the
film. You sec and hear things,but you
aren't exactlysure if they're thereor not.
It isexactly like the Paris of 1926,and
in a way like the America of the 1980$.
Affluence permeates the air. and
everything seems in place, yet some
things cannot be clearly identified as
having real value or having real
substance. Still,since everybody is so
engrossed in how well they're doing,
you just can't helpbut wonder if they
were ready for the big catastrophe that
was jusiaround the comer, if they even
saw it coming...or if they cared. It's an
important question Rudolphbringsup.
With an average director. "The
Modems" would havebeen justan okay
movie, with a wanderingscript and an
excuse for some character actors- tocam
paychecks. With Rudolph, it becomes a
great film, an experience not to be
missed. Don't wait to sec it on HBOor
at your local videotape rental outlet. It
can be experienced fully only in a
theater. Expect great imagery, great
sound, great acting and a great film.
And expect it to be mentioned a few
limes at theOscars next spring.
Art dralcr LJbby Valentin (Gentvleve Bujold) warn* Nick Hart (Keith
Carradine) and Rachel Stone (Linda Fiorentino) of trouble ahead In
"The Moderns."
Japanese film ends in surprisingparadox
BYSONJA REHHR
special id the Spectator
Juzo 1ilium's latest film sparkles in
its unique portrayal of Japan's inner
struggle for money and power.Itami's
profound and thought provoking action
ofa fast-paced thriller where the chase
for mx dodgers never seems to end,but
neither do their far-reaching and
dauntless techniquesat taxevasion.
Nobuku Miyamoto, who brilliantly
portrays Ryoko Itakura, the "taxing
woman," emerges as aneageremployee
who quickly turns career-minded. But
this doesn't surprise us too much after
we watchher wide-eyedsincerity change
to amazement, then to determination as
she is subjected tv a slanting scries of
mental intimidations—not to mention
outright physical abuse. Thereal kicker
turns out to be a swift kick in the groin
by a "businessman" who means
business when he .sends her reeling
across the room.
It's no surprise Miyamoto got Best
Actress Award from the 1988 Japanese
Academy Awards. Tsutomu Yamazaki
givet a subtle, yetconvincing portrayal
of HidckiGondo,amember oforganized
crime. Amostcunning and ruthless tax-
evading adversary wins him the Best
Actor Award. Before meeting Hidcki.
Ryako's zealous efforts seem tireless:
she bounces back with a persistence
reminiscent ofGerald Mcßoing-Boing,
quickly moving up the career ladder to
receive the titleof tax inspector.
During Ryoko's "busts" as ax inspec-
tor with her new band of mole cohorts
and the storm-trooper tactics reminds
one of Mission Impossible. A few of
the computer-ageelectronic devices stop
just short of James Bond's dossier of
unexpected paraphcnalia. Miyamoto's
role beautifully spansa quantum leap in
lime. Old world customs whichempha-
sized courtesy,love and the family bow
irreverent and stiffly to a New Age of
Mechanization. The glorious past has
beenreplacedby asociety nowpolarized
by an obsession with money and mate-
rialism. To some, this has become the
new religion.
Evading taxes has become a popular
pastime in a land where the costof die
Yen keepsrising.Bigbusiness tycoons,
politicians andgangstershave madeland
prices the highest in the world. But in
this depiction of .society everyone is
cheating and trying to squeeze through
the loopholes of the Japanese tax code
(whichoriginated when the assumption
that humans are fundamentally honest
wasa bitmore plausible).
If you like more violence and sex
scenes than necessary,no matter how
innovatively woven into the plot, you'll
like "TaxingWoman." If you like mad-
capadventure and non-stopsurveillance,
even to the point of tongue-in-cheek
nonsense, youll like "Taxing Woman."
If you enjoya strong theme, don'tmiss
this Japanese classic.
The final scene is a brilliantly
surprising paradox, as Hidcki Gondo,
the cunning tax evader, attempt1!to free
himself of the burden of being caught.
He thrusts a decision at Ryoko that
Ryokodoesn't answer. It is left toeach
of us to ponder. The question Itami
leaves us with may haunt the future of
both Eastern and Western cultures for
years to come. No wonder Juzo I(ami
won the 1988 Japanese awards for Best
Screenwriter and Best Film Director.
This ishis third film,a big change from
theothers,and hisbest creation yet.
Nobuko Mlyamoiii sod T«utomu Yamazakl In "A Taxing Woman."
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From Ski to Sea, Bellingham race challenges
ByMARTYNILAND
sportseditor
Imagine an athletic event requiring
skill in almost all individual sporting
areas. The event would involve team-
work andplanning, and would providea
whole weekend of fun and excitement
forcompetitors.
What you have imagined is the
Bellingham Ski-to-Sea celebration,
which will host 200 teams, including
one from Seattle University, this
weekend.
A beauty contest,a carnival,parades
andother events related to theracehave
been going on since Monday and the
celebration climaxes with therace itself,
whichstarts at8 a.m Sunday.
Ski-to-Seais a six-person85 mile re-
lay race that starts at the top of Mount
BakerandendsinBellingharn Bay.
First, for SU, cross-country skier Joe
Krepcl receives the medallion and tra-
verses a four mile course at the lopof
MlBaker.
Krcpel, the team captain, has been
involved in cross country skiing since
1981 when he skied inhigh school. He
wasinstrumental in organizing SU's ski
team and has also worked with the
bicycling team at SU. He placed 37th
outof 100 racers in theNCSA western
Rcgionals atBend,Ore.
Krcpel will pass the medallion to
downhill skier Angel Inouye. who will
take it to the bottom of the mountain.
Inouye has been involved in i/iaihlons
in the past and has raced with the SU
ski teamand ski club for die past three
years.She was alsoa member of theSU
team in anxrntTri-Citicsbicyclerace.
At the bottom of the mountain, run-
ner Mike Spillane will lake over.
Spillanc will cany the medallion along
aneight milecourse from the ski area to
theML Baker Highway.
Spillanc was a member of the SU
cross-country ski team, and has also
been involved in running events.Here-
cently ran the 4.2 mile FX McCrory's
St.Patrick's day run in 21 minutes. Me
also won varsity letters at Ihc Uni-
versityofOregon.
Bicyclist Mike Dahlcm is the next
link in the relay chain. He will lake the
medallion at the Ml.Baker Highwayand
ride 36 miles toEvtrson Riversidepark.
Dahlcmhasbeen involved indifferent
recreational activities atSU since1981.
Heorganized the SU ski team,and was
instrumental in making skiing an inter-
collegiatesport. Dahlcm has also com-
peted inmany biathlons,andplaced first
in last year's Enumclaw triathlon. He
was second inhis agegroupat the EDS
Triathlon inPoulsbo last year.
ToddOuner andShaun Roth will take
ovcx from there. The (wo roommatesof
Spillanes are on loan to SV from the
University of Washingtonrowing crew,
and will paddle a canoe 22 milesdown
UteNooksack river.
At the mouth of Ihc river at Belling-
bam Bay,the medallion goes to the last
link in the chain, Use sailors. As of
Monday,Alicia Going and Stephanie
Rasic were slated to sail for SU. They
will sail aneight milecourse toward the
finish line.
Team captain Joe Kxcpcl said theca-
noeing and sailing legs might provide
trouble for the SU teamsince they have
hod trouble finding equipment He said
MondayIhc team hasborroweda canoe.
although itis nota competitionmodel.
The team wasalso still trying to secure
asailboat on Monday.
This will be the SU team's fourth
year in the race, but all except Krcpel
are Ski to Sea rookies. Still,with 200
teams in the race, everyone has a
chance.
l.^Cross-counVy* skier to downhill skier 3. Runner to bicyclist 5 Canoitlf Co sailors.
2. Downhill skier to ruoner 4. Bicyclist to cnnolsts.




The pretenders in the SU intramural softball leagues have been eliminated,and the
survivors arcgetting ready for fourgrueling daysof Softballmadness in the four differentleagues.
Here'sa quickpreview ofmypicks to take thecrowns.
In the women's league, the playoffs will consist of a Ivst-ai- three scries between
Onion Bagels and Chill Baby.
TTlhis w©©k
In the men's openleague.I'mpicking abig upset. Although Hit n Drink hasn'tdone
much during the regular season,manager Bob Wagner says they arc saving their best
The Bag:ls feature the solid average hitting of Michelle
Hackctt and the8-1pitching recordofKirnWalden. The heart
of their defense isMariannePeiersen, whohasbeen solidall
yearatshortstop. RaquclFuckett, the rover fielder,has good
speedand makesdie toughcatches.
Manager Susan Wolf said Monday she was confident of
victory. What do the Bagels have to do to win? "Keepour
bulb;down," said Wolf.
[See playoff brackets on page 1s7|
stuff for ihc playoffs. Southpaw pitcher Rob Harris doesn't let many batters getby
withouta loughbattle,and Steve Nielsenhas beenavacuum atshortstop allyear.
Wagner is the power hitter of the team.He hit threehomers in theopening game and
hasbeen on a clip all year. He's had seven dingers this year, most of them over the
fence.
Wagner says ihc key to successisconsistent hitting. "We need to hit singles. We've
been popping up 100much this year."
In the men's A league.Staff Infection has been therebefore and figures to be in the
huntagain. The team features a veterancast ofSU staffers,with afew students.Manager
Chip Romaic says his strategy in the play-off is primarily an offensive one, "We
usually win by outscoring the other learn, rather than by out-defensing them," he
explained
Firstbaseman Mike Griffin is theprimary powersource for theInfection. He's belted
five homers this yearand isaconsistent longball threatLefty Bcmic Maiheson tends to
the mound chores, while MikeDo Franco andChris Bingham provide the wheels in the
outfield. DcFranco alsohas goodpower from the left side of theplate.
In the co-cd league,Comfortably Numbhas thepotential to emerge from thepack and
possibly knock off Humm Baby, the only team todefeat them this season.
Manager Steve Baldwin is the big right-hander on the mound and has a dangerous
backspin pitch. Jill Sagmillcr has played well at shortstop and is also a good hitler.
Andy Marshall,whoalternates between right fieldand first base,is thebestpowerhitter.
DonSchneU has goodrange andplenty of experienceincenter field.
The key to Comfortably Numb's success is consistency. Baldwin says they are solid
throughout theorder andeverymember of the teamhas at least onehomer this year.
But the real secret to their success lies in their work ethic "Wehave fun while we're
playing," saidBaldwin. They don't letmistakes get themdown,and they takeadvantage
of teams that argue about thegames.
That's why I'm picking them to win itail. They have the right attitude, and that's
what the gameisall about.
Intramural sports ore here to teach us how to have fun. and how to be good
competitors. Toomay limes, teamshave taken the game too seriously and have taken
the fun outof it. We're not playing in the World Scries, folks. This is just a friendly
softball league.Let the players whomake the bigbucks get ulcersover their games.
This will be my last issue as dieSpectator's sports editor. It's been fun for me, hope




A SUCCESSFUL SUMMER STARTS WITH VOLT!!
Gain valuable work experience and SUMMER $$$
Volt Temporary Services offers positions In
the Clerical, Industrial,Word Processing and
Accounting fields. Join our team of profes-
sionals this summer by contacting one of
our S Western Washington Locations:
SEATTLE: 2200 6th Aye., Sle. 104
(206) 441-2929
RPI IFVtIF- math Avo. NE, Ste. 715
(206) 454-9451
FEDERAL WAY: 33600 6ih Aye. S. Sle. 110
(206) 927-1695 or (206) 874-3136 immmiiiwiiu.
LYNNWQQD: 18730 33rd Aye. W., Ste. 200
'
L T>
(206) 672-8191 tH JtW
RENTQN: 15 S. Grady Way. Sle. 321 m1W
(206) 255-1271
VOLT TEMPORARY SERVICES V
Sportsin87-88-
New leadership, new plans




The 1987-88 sports season at Seattle University was an
interesting mixofchange andcontinuity.
Manyof the changes occurred away from the action.
In July, Nancy Gerou became the first woman director of
University Sports at Seatle University. Among the changes the
athletic department saw inher firstyear was theinstitution of talent
awards for varsityathletes, a move designed to improve the quality
of new recruits. In addition, the men's soccer coach position was
modified to include the duties ofa sports information director, and
the women's soccer coach willbe responsible for coordinating the
new leisure educationprogram.
SU's intercollegiate teams generally played up to expectations,
and in some cases exceeded them. The women's soccer team
won its first game in over a year, defeating Oregon State on the
SU intramural field. Christine Marinoni and Laura Lubash were
the offensive stars for SU, whileMissy Scott anchored a defense
that was fearedby many league teams. Marinoniand Scott were
named to the all-District team, andLubash washonored as an all-
NAIA scholarathlete.
The men's team was again frustrated by powerful teams like
Seattle Pacific, but showed promise by defeating Gonzaga and
Whitworth in back-to-back games. The team also has renewed
hope for next year, with the Northwest Collegiate Soccer
Conference being divided into two divisions, allowing SU to
schedule more gamesagainst teams ofsimilar ability.
In basketball, the Chieftain men surprised everyone but
themselves by rebounding from a winless non-league start to win
their first seven NAIADistrict 1games. The highlight of the season
came Jan. 21 against Central Washington University, when the
Chiefs rebounded from a 17point second-half deficit to win. The
road was not so kind to the SU men, however, as injuries and
teams bent on revenge contributed to a disastrous road trip that
dropped the men from first to fifth in the league in less than two
weeks.
The men missed the playoffs for the thirdstraight year, but saw
several stars emerge. Senior captain Tony Pope entered the
1,000 career point club, whileguards Ryan Moore andEric Briggs
made their senior seasons specialby opening thepassing lanes.
Freshman John King and Sophomore Eric Peterson contributed
strong play down low, showing a bright future for the Chieftain
team.
The Chieftain women were faced with the tough task of
defending their district title. With everyone in the league gunning
for them, they found thegoing tough, but rose to the occasion.
They ripped off a team record 16 game winning streak and
finished with a 25-2 record in league play, tying Central
Lots of players rolled out for football In the fall.
Chieftain hooters played hard but found the going tough.
Fredericks' shooting left opponents blinking.




Washington for the regular season leadership. But two
heartbreaking playoff losses kept the women from repeating as
districtchamps.
Seniors Jenny Fredricks and Donna DeWald ended their SU
careers ingrand style, with Fredericks leading the district in field
goal shooting, and DeWald having a terrific year at point guard,
including a new career high forassists inagame. LisaHill was the
team's leading scorer and rebounder, and Michelle Hackett
showedstrongplay off the bench.
Skiing came out of the gates in for its first year as an
intercollegiate sport, and both the alpine and nordic teams were
competitive. Skier-coach Mike Dahlem, Joe Krepel and Scott
DeMers ledthe way.
Sailing entered its second season as an intercollegiate sport,
and was a strong contender in almost every regatta. They claimed
their first victoryat Oregon State.
The men's and women's tennis teams took different courses
during their seasons. With no scholarship players to match-up
against top rankedplayers from other teams, the Chieftain netters
had to count on wins from lower ranked players. The women's
team showedconsistency in those positions as Lita Peranzi and
Jenny Grathwol were among several women to shine in the lower
brackets. The women finished with their first winning season since
1985.
The men showed promise early, but could not find the
consistency they needed in the lategoing. StillJohn McNeely was
a crediblenumber oneplayerand Joe Levan, Walt Jackson, Kevin
FranklinandChris Thomas helped the team with theirplay.
Club sports also helped to contribute to fun on campus. The
marksmanship club added archery and rifle competition to its
arsenal of activities, and members of the SU community also
found fun in running, bicycling, skiing, sailing and table tennis.
As always, the number one source of recreation for the SU
community was intramural sports. Once again, SU intramurals
attracted large numbers of students, faculty andstaff to play foot-
ball, volleyball, basketball, indoor and outdoor soccer and, of
course, softball, stillthe numberone intramuralsport at SU.
Skiing pushed off as a new Intercollegiate sport.
The marksmanship club aimed for new members by adding archery.
Tony Pope's passes were on the mark, and so were his shots.
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Q: What is the best way to communicate with the Seattle UniversityM W j^Jpmfr community?1rW * A: Through media, of course, especially the Spectator! YOU Can help break the
Applications are now beingacceptedfor all staffpositions for the1988-89 school year. CyClG Of VIOlBnCG Dy
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Recognition awards A.S.S.U. is an exciting
way to be involved in
Leadership Award - t ~ TT ■<, Tr
TinaaBrien the SU community. If
you would like to be
Spiritof the Campus involved and need a job
A^aM-Michael check out the A S S.U.Sheehan and Alice Keyser hired positions.
Archbishop
Hnnthfliigftfi Award APPLY NOW!
Lynn Nold Activities Assistants
Good Samaritan Award Publicity Assistants- Sally Lowell Executive Assistants
Applications are due on May
SENIOR DINNER 31st
D^NCE
riAU 28, 1988 =========
HIRING
ylsemi-JormaL event Director Positions
heldat the four Seasons ASSU Activities office
Hotet for Seniors, their
quests and facuttti staff.J J ** Dance Director
The dinner wilt be,rr r r r F.A.C.T. DirectorJoLloivect by a dance open
", Mid-Week Directorto the SU community.
LJou may purchase Special Events/TravelDirector
tickets this tveek at the Pick-up Applications in
senior toftte located,at the ASSU office
f , f Applications are due onthe Chi^jtatn. . Fr1day;May 27.
PAID ADVERTISEMENT
NE W S
Intimacy in seen in all its dimensions
ByKELLY VANDOREN
stafreporter
"Seattle University is a university
commuted to the fostering of free
expression. Still, we need to become
more aware of how individuals find
intimacy," said ErinSwczcy,director of
Campus Ministry. Swczcy served as
moderator last Tuesday at die second
annual workshop: "The Many Faces of
Intimacy."
The panel discussion, sponsored by
Resident Student Services, was held in
theCampion Ballroom anddrew acrowd
of about 70 persons. The panel
consisted of people in various living
situations and the discussion aimed at
defining the meaning of intimacy in a
numberofdifferent ways.
"My mother always said to go to
church and findaniceCatholic boy.She
actually meant that for my sister," said
Jim Mackellar. who is part of a
committed homosexual couple. "In our
situation, there arc no fairy talcs that
tell youhow to grow up and be happy.
Intimacy comes through sharing
experiencesandbeinghonest." hesaid.
His partner. John Rochford, said
intimacy means finding the truth in
yourself that makes you happy. "I was
growing further away from ray family
by hiding my identity. Truth means
diggingdeeper,"he said.
Dave Cox. SU women's basketball
coach,represented thesinglepopulation.
Cox said thepressures to find amate arc
still the same as when he was younger.
"People expect you to find someone.
My life hasn't turned out that way yet.I
think it's important to be goal-oriented
and to have a plan,but you have to be
flexible. The bottom line is being
happy withyourself," he said.
Dan Mallock,associate professor of
biology, and his wife Nancy,have two
children. They said that because they
have children,they know what itis like
tobecelibate.
The Mullocks decided to gel married
after a longperiod of friendship. "No
matter how much you plan your life,"
said Dan. "you have to expect
interruptions."
The Mullocks said lite last thing 10
get taken care of is the relationship
between themselves. HTbe love we have
(orour children ends up being a part of
the love we share with each other. Still,
you have to be sure to make time for
yourselves. The few seconds you can
grab alone togetherarc important," said
Dan.
Wcs and Maggie Howard lived
togetherbefore marriage.Whenasked if
the intimacy changed after marriage,
Maggie answered. "We were having
such a great time just living together
and it look me a long lime to decide
whyIreally wanted toget married. Our
marriage has made our love deeper and
richer."
"Idreamed that this person would be
my everything. She is my mast things,
but no twopeople arc the same. You
have to allow each other to do separate
things and have other relationships,"
said Howard.
Steve Sundborg, SJ., said being
celibate satisfies his need to bealone in
his relationship with God. "Asa Jesuit,
I'm more capable of intimacy with
others. I'm able to be freer,more open
andcloser inrelationships," he said.
"Nothing nukes up for the lack of
human intimacy," said Sundborg. "But,
my intimacy with God is spiritual.I
choose to follow the deeperdesire,not
the more noticeable surface desire,* he
added.
John Rochford summed up the
underlying message of the event when
he said. "If love is real, ilwillcombine
all of us together. Being honest with
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RESUMES. Five blocks from
campus. Sense of humor, some
genius.325-3081.-
SUMMERESL PROGRAM. Study
conversation English for five inten-
sive weeks: July 27-29th at Ever-
green State College in Olympia,
WA. $1200 total cost/ including
housing andmeals. (206) 623-SS39.
Part-time coordinator
Person tocoordinate parish religious
educationprogram for family seeking
a person with education and or ex-
perience in elementary religious ed.
and family lituragies. Send resume
to: Laura Chandler, Blessed
Sacrament, 5041 9th Ave. NE,
Seattle, WA 98105.
Rep's Elegant Elephant-Rummage
Sale, June 11 &12, Seattle Center.
Free Admission.
Need a Change of Scenery?Live-in
Child Care: Terrific family needs a
nurturing caregivcr/nanny to care for
girl age 4, boy age 7.Beautiful
suburb. 1 hour from NYC 1 year
stay. Transportation paid for. Free
room and board. Good salary and
ather benefits. Call Daryl Dunlaxy
314-747-1445.
[ WANT PEACE. DO YOU?
Central America Peace Campaign
needs your people skills for political
jutreach and fundraising. Summer
and career positions. Paid training
and travel. Full time 547-3977 Part
Lime 329-2612.
Degree in Communications Word
Processing,editing help. Cross-cul-
lural (Arabic languages) Contact Fifi
Durr 3674043.
DBS Work P/T in Bcllevue or
ri-Cilies area. Earn $125-200/wk.
lain political experience.Helpmake
better WA. Call NCA/WA at
DO 71 A A
SUMMER!
Renew yourSpiritualPaths through a seriesof summer lectures.
They willexploreChristian faithandcommunity. Theseries begins
June 29-August 3rd. Co-sponsoredby the Archdiocese ofSeattle and
SUMORE. Forreservations call 382-4887.
SU's SUMOREprogrampresentsa two dayconferenceon
"Communityas ChristianPraxis." A series oflectures andworkshops
willbeheld toexamine theway Christiancommunities form as witness






Where Crazy Glue comes from.
I*****************************
| NEW YORK FOR ONLY $210!!! I
t Start off your summer with
"
an escape to the Big Apple #| R/T Airline Ticket #
► June 11
- 15 "
► For more information call
[ Jennifer 867-9180 #
A special
thanks to
all our
Spectator
staff
reporters
